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suMMARY
An investigation is made of the buckling of the compression cover
of post-stiffened box beams subjected to end moments. Charts are pre-
sented for the determination of the minimum post axial stiffnesses and
the corresponding compressive buckling loads required for the compres~
sion cover to buckle with nodes through the posts. Application of the
charts to design and analysis and the limitations of their use are
discussed.
If the flexural stiffhess of the tension cover is equal to or less
than that.of the compression cover, buckle patterns with longitudinal
. nodes through the posts are not obtainable, no matter how stiff the
posts are made or how closely they are spaced.
,
.
The weight of the required posts is found tQ be very low compared
with the weight of the compression cover in sm illustrative example, the
.
.
“
ra~io of the two being about 2: percent.
“‘+
2 ‘-
+ INTROIXJCTION
a
. Post-type construction has recently gained some support in the air-
craft industry. This construction has been incorporated in at least one
operational a,ircraftand is being considered for others. The basic ele-
ments are relatively thick tension and compression surfaces connected in
the titerior by posts or rods. These posts serve to raise the buckling
load of the surfaces by restricting the buckle patterns that may fo?nq.
In reference 1 and in the present paper, a compression surface supported
by a rectangular array of rigid or effeqtivelv riRid_~s ts is found to
buckle as ~f colllYUKlously suppor~ea along either transverse or longi-
tudinal lines through the posLs.
If post-type construction is to reach an advanced stage of develop-
ment, much resesrch is needed. The large number of parameters involved,
\
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even in the simplest idealization of the problem, however, makes a com-
plete investigation difficult.
.
The scope of the presentfinvestigation
has therefore been ve~”niidi limited. —
The problem as conceived in the present”japer”isas follows: Two —
long, flat, rectangular plates of.identical length”end @dth, simply
—
supported along their edges end of tieQual thickness and material pro-
perties, are connected in the interior by identical axially elastic
posts in rectgmgulq array. The connection betwe~. the posts and plates
is assumed to be one of simple support (of the ball-end-socket type, for
instance) so that no resistance is offered to rotation of.the plates.
One plate is subjected to tilongitudinal compressive load end the other,
tman equal longitudinal tensile load. Both the longitudinal and trans-
verse spacing of the posts ar~unifirm; the two s~acingsJ howeverj may
differ. (See fig. 1.) The minimum axial stiffness of the posts required
for the compression smface to buckle with nodes through the posts and
the corresponding buckling loads are to be deter@ned.
*
.-
The structure thus ouliLinedis an idealization of a long post-
stiffened box beam subjecte-dto end bending moments. The numerical
results of a thecmetical analysis of this problem are presented herein
—
in both tabular and graphical form (tables I to III and figs. 2 to ~).
The analysis itself, presented in the appendix, is of a more general
nature and may be used to investigate other problems in the design of “
plate structures stiffened by posts.
--,
-.
l
RESUEI’SAND DISCUSSION
The numerical results of the present+nvestigation consist of
values of the minimum post stiffnesses and the corresponding compres-
sive buckling loads required for the”compression surface of long post-
st3.ffenedbox besns subjected to end tending mbmeritst-obuckle with nodes
through the posts. Because such buckle patterns do not transmit-load to .-
the post~, the posts are not compressed and are effectively rigid. post
sxial stiffnesses greater than those presented herein will not serve to
increase the buckling load of the structure. Combinations of the post
axial-stiffness parameter and the compressive-buck13ng-loadparamder, for
different vslues of the ratim~the longitudinal distance between posts
to the box-beam width and the ratio of’the fl”eimrm stiffhesses of the
tension and.compressi.onsurfaces, are given in tab~es ~to III and are
presented graphically in figures 2 to 4 for one, two, and three rowg of
posts. _
.
The symbols used in the presentation of the numerical results are —
the following which &re””alsoshown in figure 1:
.
l
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Nxb2/#’DC
.
F#/fi2DC
L/b
Nx
b
D
t
E
P
.
F
l
L
compressive-buckling-loadpqrsmeter (k)
post axial-stiffness parameter
ratio of longitudinal distance between posts and box-h”esm
width “
ratio of flexural stiffhesses of tension
surfaces
critical load in tension and compression
box-beam width
(
j@
plate flexural stiffness )
(12(1 - up))
and compression
surfaces
plate thickness
Youngts modulus
Poisson’s ratio
axial stiffness
of
of
of
elasticity of plate material
plate.material
posts, force per unit deflection .
longitudinal distance between posts
The subscripts C and ‘T refer to the compression and tension surfaces,
respectively. ‘I’&subscript cr refers to the transition from buckling
with longitudinal nodes through the posts to buckling with transverse
nodes through the posts.
->
The most significant qualitative result to be read from the figures
(especially figs. 2(c), 3(c), and 4(c)) is that buckling of the compres-
sion surface with longitudinal nodes through the posts is never obtain-
able for box beams in use in aircraft construction (for which the stiff-
ness of the tension surface is at most equal to that of the compression
surface), even if the posts are infinitely stiff. Reference 1 shows that
if the tension surface and the posts are rigid, buckling of the compres-
sion surface occurs with<longitudinal ncniesthrough the posts when the
ratio of the dist~e between the posts and the box-beam width is less
‘hm a certain vd”e@(:)c)
and with transverse nodes through the
.
posts when this value is exceeded. These results are found to hold when
the flexural stiffness of the tension surface is as little as about 3.5. times that of the compression surface (the exact value of ~/Dc depends
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on the number of.rows of posts) and when the post axial stiffnesses are
those given in figures 2(a), 3(a), and k(a). However, if the flexural-
U
stiffness ratio is less that this value of abou&3.5, neither longitudinal
-.
nor transverse nodes through the posts can be obtained for Eome values of
L/b, even if the post axisl stiffhess is made inffiite.
.-
T’hespread of
these values of L/b is indicated by figures 2(c), 3(c)”, and k(c); the
buckling loads in this region @en the ~osts are rigid are shown by the
dashed-line curves”o”ffigures 2(b), 3(b), and 4(b). As the flexural- ‘-
stiffness ratio decrease-s,the region in Which the compression cover
buckles tith longitudinal nodes through the posts also decreases un~il,
when the ratio is about-1.5 or “less)”’thelongitudina.1-no~tickle l?att~rn
is not obtainable. ““ ‘“” “- ; —
.-
Limitations on Use of Curves in Analysis
The use of the curves of figures 2 to 4 for analysis is subject to
many limitations. Inasmuch as the investigations of the present paper
are limited in scope, the buckling loads of ~lates.having post stiffnesses
less than the stiffness required for nodes to pass through the-posts csm-
.-
not be found in most cases. Certain conclusions, however, may be &awn
from the present results to aid in the determination of whether a given
load till.be carried by a given plate-post system:
.
(1) If, for given values of the ratio of the_”flexuralstlffnesseaof
the tension and compression surfaces ~d the ratio of longitudinal distance’
between posts and box-beam width, the required buckling-load coefficient
4
lies above the appropriate.curveof fi~es 2(b), _3(b)j or q(~)j the load
cannot be carried because these curves indicate-the maximum buckling loads
of long plate-post structures.
.... . —
(2) If the btickling-loadcoefficient.lies on or below the solidor
&ash-dotted part.of the appropriate=curve and the post a.xial-sttffhess
parsmeter is greater then or equal tcrthe value”.r~ired for nodes t-o
pass thraqgh the posts, as given by figures 2(a), 3(a), or L(a), the load
can be carried. —.
(3) If-the Ii.ickling-loadcoefficient lies ti”the appropriate solid or z
daah-dotted line curves, and the post sxial-stifrness parameter is less - - ‘“
than the required value, the load cannobbe c~ried. Further investigat-
ion is required if the buckling-load coefficient lies below these curves.
(4) If the buckling-load coefficient falls on \he dashed part of the
appropriate curve, the load can def@itely not be carried because an
infinite.post ~tifflies~would”be needed. “~ther investigation is neces- ,
sw if the buckling-load coefficient is”below the6*cu&es”.
Several simpli~ing assumptions that also~y affect the applicability -
of the present results to the desi~ smd analysis‘ofactual post-stiffened
,c.-
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. box beams have been made in the statement of the problem. .The statement
that the plates are flat and subjected to sxial loading implicitly neglects
the effects of bending of the plates and the resultant loads on the posts,
due to the end moments. Possible buckling of the posts haa not been con-
sidered but may be dealt with by making the moment of inertia of the post
as large as possible. If hollaw or built-up sections are used for this
purpose, the thickness of the walls should be made large enough to prevent
local buckling.
l
Because of the lsrge number of computations involved, no investiga-
tions have been made to determine the adequacy of the present results in
their application to plates of finite longitudinal length. It seems
reasonable, however, in view of the results of references 3 to 5, to
conclude that a finite @ate having three posts or more in the longi-
tudinal direction may be considered long, insofar as buckling with trsms-
verse nodes through the posts is concerned.
APPLICATION TO ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Illustrative Design
As an illustration of the application of the various charts
desi~ problem, the posts are designed for a plate structure for
the following data are given:
.
Unit load, Nx, pounds per inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compression-plate thickness, tc equals tension-plate
thickness, ~, inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plate width, b,,inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vertical distance between plates, h, inches . . . . . . . . . .
to a
which
15,000
0.375
28
5.
Modulus of elasticity of p~ate m&terial, E, psi . . . . . . . 10.5 x 10z
Poisson’s ratio of piate &terial, v .“. J ; . . . . . . . . . 0.3
It is desired that the buckle pattern be such that nodal lines pass
through the posts. This specification is equivalent to that of designing
the ribs of skin-stringer construction so that buckling tskes place
between ribs. “
The reqpired compressive-buckling-loadcoefficient of the structure
is given by Nx#/x2Dc where
.“
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ECtC3 .
DC = . . .
12(1 - I-@)
= 10.5X 106X (0.377)3
12(1- 9.32)
. 50,700 pound-inches
Then,
~xb2
_= 15,000 x 282 “
~2Dc 50,7002
= 23.5
Inasmuch as the thickness and material properties of the tension Tlate
are identical with those of the compression plate, the value of ~/Dc
for the problem is unity.
The maximum buckling-load coefficient obtainable with any number of
~xbz
rows of posts is given by — . 4N2,”the buckling-load coefficient Qt-
TC2DC
a long plate of width b/N. From figwre 2(b) it can be seen that the
required buckling-load coefficient may notibe obtained with one “row of
posts. The coeffici&t cofid~ obtained by using-two rows of-posts but
the required buckle pattern of nodes pa%~g throu~ the posts could not
be obtained. At least three row. of posts must beused.
If three rows are used, the curves of figure k(b) indicate that,
for ~/~ ecp@ to 1.00, a buckle pattern with transverse nodes through
the posts:is obtainable. .With Nxb2/#DC equal tu 23.5, the corresponding
value of L/b is equal to 0.215. Hence, the maximum permissible longi-
tudinal.post spacing L is.given by
,.
= 28 x 0.215
= 6.o inches
The minimum required post stiffness may now be obtained trom figure k(a).
.
.
.
l
.
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With L/b equal to 0.215 ad ~/Dc.
.
equal to 1.00, the corresponding
vslue of Fb2/YC2Dc is equal to 300. The -poststiffness is then
lcz~ ~2
_— —
F – b2 ~2Dc
!’
50.700X2 300=
(28)2
= 191,000 pounds per inch
l
If the posts were of aluminum, the required uea would
~+
5.5x 191,000.
10.5X 106
= 0.100 square inch
The diameter Of a circular rod would be
be
d= /:x 0.100
.
= 0.36 inch
The ratio of the weights of posts and compression cover is 0.026.
This ratio is appreciably lower thsn that of the weights of ribs and
compression surface in conventional skin-stringer construction} given in
reference 2 as about Q.5 for minimum weight design, and represents a
great saving in stiffening material. we question of whether such low-
weight ratios are ohttinable for actual box beams in which factors other
than buckling of the compression cover m&t be considered in design can-
not be completely.answered until my designs utilizing post stiffening
. have been made. f
.
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CONCLUSIONS *
_.
The minimum postiaxial stiffness and the corresponding buckling
loads required for the compression cover of a box beam stiffened by posts
and subjected to eridmoments “tnbuckle with nodes throu”ghthe posts have
been determined. Where buckling with nodes through the posts is not–
obtainable, even with rigid post=, the buckling loads of box beams with
rigid posts are given.
If the flexursl stiffness of the tension cover is equal.to or less
than that of the compression cover, buckle patterns with longitudinal
nodes am not obtainable, no matter how stiff the posts are made or h-
closely they we spaced.
For the particular example worked in the pusentrrper the wei@t
of the required posts is very low compared with thf weigh–of the CCXII.
pression cover, the ratio of the two being about 2– ercent.*P A complete
evaluation of post=stiffening is not possibley however) mtil manY more
designs and tests have been made.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Air Force Base, Vs., May 10, 1950
b
.
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DETAILS OF ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONS
Symboh
width of plates
plate thickness
Young’s modulus of elasticity of plate material
Poissonts ratio of plate material
“ate ‘lemdstifrness(12:: .2))
plate flexural-stiffhess ratio (~/12-J
plate load per unit width
plate-load coefficient (buckling-loadcoefficient for
compression plate) (Nxb2/n2D) $
number of longitudinal bays .
number of trsmsverse bays
longitudin~” distance between posts
aspect ratio of plate between -adjacentlines of posts (L/b)
axial
axial
stiffness of posts, force
post-stiffhess parsmeter
per unit deflection
(Fb2/TC2DC)
coordinate sxes (see fig. 1)
distance along coordinate axes
plate deflection in Z-direction
general coefficient in Fourier series for w
integers
10
c
d
P
u
v
w
Subscripts:
c
T
P
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integer def$ning location of post in x-direction
(l~c~ (M-1))
integerdefining location of post in y-direction
(l~d< (N.- 1))=
of’buckles in x-direction
of buckles in y-direction
.
potential energy
strain energy
work done by external loads
compression plate
temion plate
—
poEtO ‘“””
.
.
Derivation of Criteria for Stability of Plate
Structures Stiffened by Posts
The following problem is more general than the one.outlined in the
introduction:
Two flat, rectangular plates of equal f’inite@@h s.nd@dth,
simply supported along their edges snd of unequal thickness and material
properties, are connected in the titerior by identical axially elastic
rods in rectapgulsr array. The connection between the posts and plates
.-
is one of simple support, of the ball-and-socket type, for instance, so
that no resistance is offered to rotation oflthe pl~te. The plates are
subjected to unequal axial loads. Both the longitudinal and trsmverse”
spacing or the rods are uniform; the t,wospacings, however, may differ.
(See fig. 1.) The combination of loads that-wil+cause the structure tg
buckle- is to be found.
The Rayleigh-Ritz energy method used to amlyz-e this problem consists
.
of the following procedure. Fourier series to represent the deflected
shape of the plates are first assumed. The ener~ ofthe various components =
NACA TN 2153
.
of the structure and the work done by the
-, expressed in terms of the unknown Fourier
11
external loads are then
coefficients, and the potential-
energy expression of the structure is written. When the potential-energy
expression is minimized with respect to each of the coefficients, a set
of simultaneous equations is obtained which is manipulated in the manner
of references 3 and 6 to yield finally the stability criteria for the
structure.
The deflected shapes of the two buckled plates ’maybe expressed
gerierallyby the double Fourier series
bl
These expressions satisfy the
“- edges of each plate.
The energy stored in the
.
.
.
condition of simple support
buckled plates is then
and that stored in the deformed posts is ‘
(1)
(2)
on all four
2
b a2wT
J(
a2w
)
+-2&Q
o ax2 ap
)+wm.1’q2 (3)
[
=&e5sY5-(*-%piF sin%’
C=l d=l nkl n=l 1 (4)
12 —
The work done by the loads in moving with the enti”of the
NACA TN 2153
plates im
The potential energy is
U= VC+VT+VP-WC-WT
(5)
(6)
The buckling load is determined by the condition that the potential
energy be a minimum; that—is,
w
au au _. ..(i=l, 2,”. . .m)
bai~c— = aaijT .(j=l,2,. ..m)
or
(7)
.
,-
.
.
..-
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smd
.
[(ia + j2M2~2)2 , qi2M2p~ai jT -
%’R
(8)
(i=l,2, . ..m)
(j=l,2, . ..m)
Equations.(7) -d (8) BY be combined to Y~ld
1 1R(i2 + j%f2p2)2 + ~i%2p2
(9)
(i=”l,2j . . .m)
(J=1,2, . ..=J
unless
aijc ‘-aijTJ in which case
%’%
=($ +S2*)2 (i=l,2, . . . ‘) (lo)(s=~,a,..”m)
which indicates that both plates are subjected to their respective ~ler
buckling loads.
The remaining
references 3 snd 6
details
and are
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.
of the analysis are similar to those of
“thereforeomitted.” In 6-J “tfieseries
---
may be evaluated ‘bynieansof the table on page 8 o~reference 3. Equa-
tions (9) are then seen to separate into independeritsets, each of which
may be manipulated to-yield a stability criterion. The resulting criteria
are
kcP c22(s+l)- :12- {E(J+ ‘) -:12+‘a’+P)2’2}2+
k~P2(@+:)2-{(@I+ ~ + [2(r + l)N - p]2j32}’ +
})
+
] {[kc132ps +-1) - ; 2-
2
][2(s+1).: + 2(r + l)N -
P]2P2 2
‘(2 2;
~~>;
1 +
1kTBEs+~]+(2s +-:)2 +-(2rN + p)~2 2
kTP2~(s + 1) -
42+ {K ~ ‘) -a’‘‘aN‘p)~2}2+
1
{
2+
~@(2s + fi)2+ (2s + :)2 + [2(r +-l)N - p]2@
}
.
.
.
‘) .1 = o (11)I {[k#p -+1) -:2 -+ 2(s + 1) - 82+- ~(r+ l)N - P]2B2,*2 -
(q=l,2, . ..1)l)
(P = 1, 2, . . . N-1)
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and
.
‘c = -’T
( )M2~ 2= E+r2—P 8
and
‘c =-%
(r = 1,3, 5,. ..~)
(s=l,3,5, . ..m ) (12)
[
r=2,4,6, . ..m)
s = 2,4,6,... ~) (13)
Equations (10) to (13) constitute the complete set of stability criteria
for the problem.
The computations may
(a) Find the minimum
Computation Details
be divided into three main groups:
post stiffness required for the compression
cover plates to buckle with longitudinal or transverse nodes through the
posts.
(b) In those regions where the required stif~ess does not exist, l
find the buckling load attainable with infinitely stiff posts.
(c) Find the boundaries of the various regions.
Equation (n), which waa used to make the calculations, involves ntie
quantities, eight of wh~ch must be known in order that the’ninth may be
determined. Wese nine quantities sre the post axial-stiffness parameter
(Fb2/fi2DC or S),”the ratio of the distance between posts and the box-
be- width (L/b er ~), the two axial-load Psma@ers N( ~b~fi2DC .. kc
and Nqb2fn2~ or ~>, the ratio of the flexural stiffhesses of the
tension and compression cover (I@/Dc or R), the number of bays in the
longitudinal and transverse directions (M and N), and the integers
which indicate the number of @ckles in the longitudinal and transverse
directions (q and p). Values of these quantities are determined by
. the details of the problem to be solved. In all the computations for
the present paper,.the box besmhas been tsken to be infinitely long.
.
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Mckling tith transverse nodes throu@ the po8t~o. J’f the compres-
sion cover buckles with trsmsverse nodes through the posts, the buckling-
load coefficient is
.
.
which is the compressive-buckling-loadcoefficient of a simply supported
plate of length L and width b. The load coefficient in the tension
cover was cho~en fm the present paper as
%=%
The minimum required post axial-stiffnessparameter-is completely deter-
mined by equation (U.) for specified values of the cover flexural-
stiffness ratio, the length-width ratio, end the ntiber of rows of posts,
if the number of buckles in the longitudinal snd”trhwerse directions
are also known.
The ratio” @ is indicative of.the number of buckles in a longi-
tudinal bay oilthe buckled.p.~te; rt:seemed”reascwuable,in view of the
4 resultB of references 3 to-~, to conclude that q/M should be taken as
unity, since it may be assume-dthat the transition from buckling with
deformation of the poststo-buckling.with transverse nodes thxough the
.
posts is-continuous for strut~th an infinite number of longitudinal
b-aysand not abrupt as would”-bethe case if the number of”longitudinal .
bays were finite. One buckle occurs in the transverse direction and,
therefore, p was t@en equal t-o--unity.
Buckling with lmgit~~n~ ~~es t~m~ the posts.- When the ratio
ofi-thelongitudinal spacing between y.oststo the bo~-b&am width becomes
small, the bhckle pattern ab-rupt-lychages from one--withtransverse no&
through the posts ttione with longitudinal nodes through the posts. The
value of the width ratio at=which thi~-@enomenono ccurs was found by
equating.the.buckling lea@ for the two types of buckling because the
two are equal at the point of transition. The compressive-buckling-load
coefficient-for.a..long”simply support.ed:plateof width b/N is given by
Th=critical length-width ratio was, therefore, found from the relat-iomhip
4N2 =-
()
~+p 2
P
or .
b? . ..( - /ni) . .
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. The minimum post sxisl-stiffness parameter required for buckling
to occur tith longitudinal nodes through the posts can be found flrom
equation (Il.)provided that the ratio g/M end the number of trans-
verse buckles are known. The calculations of reference 7 for compres-
sive buckling of plates with longitudinal stiffeners indicate that the
change from buckling with deflection of the stiffeners to buckling with
nodes at the stiffeners is abrupt and that only one transverse buckle
should be assumed for the determination of minimum required flexural
stiffness. It seemed logical that this condition should be assumed to
hold also for plates stiffened by posts and, accordingly, P was taken
equsl to unity. The value of ~M was determined by graphically mini-
mizing the post axial-stiffness parameter with respect to q/M; that is,
various values of q/M were chosen, the corresponding values of S were
obtained from equation (U), and the correct value of S waa detertied
by drating a curve through the computed values and picking off the
minimum.
Boundary between regions.- A third type of buckling is found to
appesr for relatively low values of the cover flexural-stiffness ratio.
For instsnce, when R was equal to 2.00 the minimam post sxial stiff-
ness required for either longitudinal or transverse node buckle patterns
was found to be unobtainable for a certain rsnge -ofvalues of the length-
width ratio. Further investigation showed that the post sxial stiffness
required”for a longitudinal node buckle pattern becsme infinite at a
certain value of the len@h-wi.dth ratio B less th= !3Cr and that the
. post axial stiffness required for a transverse node buckle pattern became “
infinite at some value of B greater than Per. Between these two values,
only buckle patterns with deformation of the posts are obtainable. (If the
posts -arerigid they displace axially but are not compressed.)
The msximum value of the cover flexural-stiffhessratio R at
which this phenomenon is found to occur was determined by setting the
post axial-stiffhess parsmeter equal to infinity, the len@h-width ratio _
equal to Pcr,the load coefficients ~ and ~/R
‘qud ‘o (k + ‘c)”
the ratio qfM end the number of transverse buckles equal to unity, and
solving equation (11) graphically. This procedure determines the value
of R for which the spread of the rsmge of ~, in which the third type
of buckle pattern occurs, vanishes snd thus determines the maximum value #
of R for which the phaomenon occurs.
The boundaries between the regions in which the various buckle
patterns occur were found by placing the post axial stiffness equal to
. infinity and using a procedure similar to that of the previous sections
to determine the length-width ratio P for various values of R.
.
When the cover flexural-stiffness ratio is approximately 1.3, the
value of p marking the transition from buckling with longitudinal
18 .-
nodes through the posts and-buckllng with displacementi~f
is found to become “equal’.”~ozero, tid.lhus indicates th@
nal node:buckle”tiatternis unobtainable for values”of R
NACA TN !Z153
.
the rigid posts
the longitudi- “ _
less than 1.5.
Because the st-ab~litycriterim becomes indeterminate when 13 Is equal
to zero, more accurate values of the cover flexural-stiffnessratio for
which the phenomenon occurs were found by placing P eg?Jalto the low
value of 0.01 and finding R graphically from equation (11).
Buckling loads attainable with rigid posts.- ._!The buckling loads ,for
various values of R and ~ in the regi.bnwhere the compression cover
buckles with axial displacement of the rigid posts were-”~ound%y”grafii-
tally ~imizing the loads detewined frOrIIequation (11) with resPect
to q/M, with the post axial-stiffhessparameter equal to infinity, and
with one tickle in the transverse direction.
,
.
.
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TA.BU I
DATAFOR0~ RollOFP~TS
.
R.m
Type of
P s k buckling
(a)
O.m 2.4 4.340
.50 15.9 6.2Y f.
to
.5 24.h 7.141 A
39.38.410 A
:37 54.99.kh A
.35 70.710.286 A
.33 94.611.292 A
.30 163.213.ml A
.Z.6266.14.834 A
.268404.916.oooAor C.
.225117.716.000 c
.20 94.916.cK)oc
.15 ::..;;:.~ c
.10 c
.05 20:916.oao c
8A
B
c
!3
.75
.50
.45
.40
.37
.33
.33
.?J
.30
.294
.25
.207
.ly
.10
.075
.0s
R=2
r of’s k buckling(a)
12.6 4.341 A20.6 6.25o A34.67.141 A63.48.41-o A101.79.441 A~51.20.286 A261.51.292 A6%.3 2.502 A7Z5.4 :.? Am . Aor B
w
[
5.3 B
16.000Bor C
& 6 16.OCO c
253.76.ooo c
176.16.OQO c
=8.9 6,00a c
R=l
Type of
B 8 k kuckling
(a)
.75 2.7 4.340 A
.W 24.4 6.250 A
.45 46.57.141 A
.40 102,8-8.410 A
.37 217.59.441 h
.35 544.410.%6 A
;;;5 - 11.o Aor B
w B
.10 m Ii:: B
R s 0.5 I 1 R = 0.25 1
. “w 34.16.2% A
.45 84.3 7.141 A
.43 137.77.593 A
.41 337.38.117 A
.40 566.4;.p A
.388 m .Y Aor B
.25 - 11.6 B
.10 = 12.5 B
.05 m )2.5 B
J.
Type of
P s k buckling
(a)
0.75 3.0 4.340 A
.& 14.9 5.13a A
.54 g.: ;.;& A
.50 A
,48 134:46:5Tl- A
.47 222.56.748 A
.46 434.16.937 ~
.449 - 7.2 Aor B
.25 - 10.0 B
.10 - 10.6 B
.05 = 10.6 B
-.
Buckling with t~ensver~end.m thraugh the postr.
=3P”-Buckling tith deflection of the poets.
Buckling with lcmgltudh@L nodes through the pats.
. .
--
-.
-.
.
.
m
NACA TN 2153
o.~ 1.6 4.3k.o“A
9.8 6.2w A
:$ a.1 8.410 A
.35 32.310.286 A
.30 56.713.201 A
.27 84.915.970 A
.25 112.918.063 A
.22 193.822.no A
.Zu 313.327.0k3 A
I.~8 %.6 32.897 A.172888.036.000A orC I
R=2
of
P s k buckling
(a)
).75 1.7 4.34a A
.50 11.9 6.250 A
.40 27.78.410 A
.35 46.210.286 A
.30 86.113.201 A
.27 143.415.970 A
.25 X9.5 18.063 A
.22 490.822.710 A
.a 767.924.720 A
.20 1526.727.040 A
.189 - 30.0 Aor B
.15 = 34.8
.126 - 36.00QB;C
.10 1933.536.w c
.075918.736.000 c
.05 ~7.8 36.0c4)c
.025282.736.000 c
R = 0.5
I I
B s k
o.~ 1.9 4.340
15.8 6.250
:; 44.0 8.410
.35 93.6 10.286
.30 330.113.201
.29 813.014.834
.27 7130.515.970
.268 m 15.995
.20 . 20.9
.15 = 22.9
.10 - 24.4
.05 - 24.41ype of?llCklinqaAAAAAAAAor BBBBB
—
a.
P
0.75
.50
.40
.35
:2
.25
.235
.219
.15
.10
.05
R=l
s
1:8
13.4
33.6
W. 6
125.1
248.6
450.7
101.4
m
m
k
4.340
t To
10.286
13.201
15.970
18.063
20.163
22.9 -
28.8
30.8
30.8
R = 0.25
of
$ s k bucklirq
(a)
).75 1. 4.340 A
17. 6.250 A
:$ 35.0 7.141 A
.40 81.5 8.410 A
.37 148.8 9.441 A
.35 289.810.2e6 A
.33 1648.6l& A
.325 “ . Aor B
.x) - 17.0 B
.15 - 18.3 B
.10 = 19.4 B
.05 “ 19.4 B
!ypeof
nlcklin@
(a)
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Aor B
B
,B
B
aA Ruckllnu with transverse ncdes through the posts. --!l%7’
.
B Bucklin& with deflection of the poet6.
c Buckling with lmgitudlnel nodes through the pests.
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TABLE III
DA3YiFOR THREE ROWS OF WSTS
NACA TN 2173
..
.
—
.
[
B
0.75
:$
.25
.20
.17
.15
.14
.127
.10
.08
.04
R=m
s
1.2
7,2
26.1
70.6
153.1
279.0
527.5
774.9
558.4
420.4
308.2
144.1
I 4.340
6.250
10i766
18.063
27.04.0
36.331
46.467
53.040
64.000
64.030
64.000
64.OQO
‘we of
nlckllq
(a)
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Aor C
c
c
c
B
0.75
..W
.34
.25
.2Q
.“2.7
.1>
.14
.12:
.11
.OEY
.03
.02
.01
R=2
s k
1.2 4.340
8:6 6.250
34.710.766
104.118.O@l
263.827.040
595.236.331
E!2gy.5 46.467~
m 53.0
w 59.1
w 62.3.
64.000
Ll;l.2 64.oof3
752.364.000
357.364.000
R = 0.5
Type of
B s k buckllng
(a)
0.75 1.3 4.340 A
.50 10.9 6.250 A.
.34 56.510.766 A
.32 69.2II.868 A
.29 114.813,975 A
.27 167.715.970 A
.25 263.318.063 ‘A
.23 534.820.957 A
.= 2097:52k.720 A
.205 m 25.8 Aor B
.10 = 38.9 B
.05 - 40.3 B
ype of
uckling
(a) .
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Aor B
B
B
Bor C
c
c
c
1 1 r
o.m 1.3 4.340
:?4 4::;1$:?%
.29 76.513.975
.25 14?.y 18.063
.20 4%. 2 27.040
I.18 1.253.732.897.17 3473.936.331
I.164 - 39.2.I.o - 50.3.05 - 52.8
aA Buckling with transversenodes through the posts;
B Buckling with deflectionof the DOBtB.
c Bucklin~ with longitudinalnodes-throughthe posts.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A orB
B
B
R = 0.25
Type Of
B S k buckling
(a)
>.~ 1.4 4.340 A
.50 12.7 6.250 A
.40 36.5 8.klo A
.34 87.5 10.766 A
..32 122,3u. 869 A
.29 247.k 13.975 A
.27 467,215.970 A
.26 1781.916.8&l A
.25k w 17.6 A orB
.1~ 6$ 25.3 B
.10 m 29.9 B
.05 - 30.8 B
I 1 !
.
.
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Figure 1.- Idealization of box besm stiffened by posts.
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(b) Buckling loads for box beans with effectively rigid posts.
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(b) Buckling loads for box beam with effectively rigid posts.
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Figure k.- Three rows of posts.
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(h) Buckling loads forb~ beams with effectively rigid posts.
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